STYNYLREZ

WATER BASED ACRYLIC POLYURETHANE EASY APP SURFACE PRIMER
“A fine finish — requires a fine start”
The most accomplished model artisan follows a meticulous process, and they know surface preparation and priming is of paramount importance in achieving a competition winning — museum quality finish on their model. It is with this “attention to detail”
mentality that STYNYLREZ primers were designed, developed, and created.
A great primer helps the artist easily bring out every detail of the piece they’re finishing. It also ensures that the finish put
over it will last a lifetime. The ease of application, thin coat coverage, and exceptional adhesion and durability of STYNYLREZ
primers provide a detail enhancement and finish longevity unmatched by any primer before it.
It was our goal in developing STYNYLREZ primers to bring together the most comprehensive understanding of tools and techniques used in model finishing preparation, and the priming process, to create the best primer ever. STYNYLREZ is the result
of over fifty years of finishing equipment design knowledge coming together with the insights and direction of the most accomplished modelers in the world. Our goal was achieved. STYNYLREZ primers are the best primers ever, STYNYLREZ provides…..

The perfect prime - everytime!
KEY FEATURES OF STYNYLREZ PRIMERS
~Simple and easy application
~Self leveling - detail enhancing coverage
~Excellent adhesion and durability
~Dries to hard flat finish (except black gloss)
~For use on plastics (styrene, vinyl, resin),
metals, woods, various other substrates
~Applicable with brush, airbrush, pad, etc.
~Safe, waterbase acrylic polyurethane
formulation
~Simple and easy clean up
~Available in twelve base tones

Available in 2 oz., 4 oz., 16 oz, 32 oz. sizes.
MSRP: 2 oz. $7.00, 4 oz. $12.50, 16 oz. $38.00, 32 oz. $70.00
Also available in 2 oz. & 4 oz. 3 tone packs (White/Gray/Black) and 2 oz. & 4 oz. 6 tone packs (first 6 tones)

3 tone pack - 2 oz. $19.00, 4 oz. $34.00

6 tone pack - 2 oz. $36, 4 oz $62.00

Made in the U.S.A by or for Badger Air-Brush Co., Franklin Park, IL, USA
Telephone: 1(847)678-3104
www.BadgerAirBrush.com

